Daily Assignment #3

(as email due: Tuesday, January 29, 8:30 am )

1. Finish today’s in-class work 3., 5. and 7. Copy your programs into your share.dir. Answer to this question should be “done”. I will check your programs, so please let me know as soon as possible, once you finished your programs.

2. Read about arrays and how to pass them on to user-defined functions in C++. As answer to this question keywords and/or an example are fine.

3. Keep working on the bibliography/model of your project. I do not need to see an answer to this question but you do have to steadily work on your project. If you have not yet seen me in my office, do so.

4. Comments: What of this assignment was most difficult and/or most interesting? Do you have any comments about last class and/or this course?